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offices, universities, department stores,
industrial plants and other large facilities
all pose their own distinct individual
challenges. But rest assured, NotIFIer’S
flexible, modular approach, backed by the
expertise of the companies who install our
systems, means the requirements of any
building can be fully met.

Case Study: Barcelona Metro

43 kilometres long, up to 90 metres below ground
Protecting 90 million travellers per year…

tried and trusted.
At nearly 43 kilometres in length, Line 9

the L9 has two core service lines

the NotIFIer system which protects

of the Barcelona metro system in Spain,

connecting the airport to Can Zam and

the new metro line incorporates over 80

is the longest underground railway

Zona Franca and Gorg. In addition,

NotIFIer fire panels, networked together

line in europe. the new line, due to be

to meet the demands for fast efficient

through more than 100 kilometres of fibre

completed in 2014, will run right across

transport in the city centre work is

optic cable and monitoring around 20,000

Barcelona in order to meet the ever

underway on a third line between the

detection devices. the system is fully

growing need for public transport into and

stations of Sagrera / Meridiana and

interfaced with all associated fire safety

around the city.

torrassa. the new developments will

systems including doors, fans, ventilation,

also improve connections with other

smoke control and extinguishing systems.

strategic routes including the high speed
tGV train.
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Ultimate Power, Performance and
Agility
technology for the future

Networking and integration

the ID2net functions without burdening

As businesses and facilities expand,

the ID2net (Intelligent Digital Delivery

the attached fire panel and peripherals.

so must the fire and life safety systems

Network) from NotIFIer sets new

In fact, since the attached fire panels

that protect them. With the power of a

industry standards in the areas of speed,

are removed from all networking

NotIFIer intelligent fire alarm system,

reliability, robustness and flexibility.

responsibilities, they perform faster and

you can unite and protect the most

transmitting an alarm across the network

are 100% fully dedicated to advanced

extensive of buildings, multiple facilities

in less than half a second, it enables the

alarm detection and alarm processing.

across a campus, throughout a city,

use of up to 100 nodes, with up to 32

across the country, or around the world

networked ID3000 eight loop fire alarm

over a single network.

panels. this provides an astounding
system capacity of 50,688 addressable
points, 8160 network zones, and up to
170 km of network cabling or fibre optics.
even the very largest systems achieve a
call point response within 3 seconds!

Uniting multiple ﬁre systems
oNYXWorks gives you total control
over your fire and life safety system.
Whether you need to monitor a single
building, a campus, or a citywide or global
enterprise, oNYXWorks brings you all the
information you need to one single-pointof-control workstation.
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fast, Safe evacuation
Stability and early Warning

Adapting to your environment

the Power of Voice

When it comes to fire detection there can

Where there are particularly sensitive

In the event of an emergency incident

be no compromise. NotIFIer’S opal

or difficult to protect areas VIeW™(Very

people respond most effectively to

addressable detector range provides fast,

Intelligent early Warning) specialist

clear spoken instructions. NotIFIer’S

reliable response to fires whilst minimizing

intelligent sensors provide exceptional

integrated voice alarm systems provide

the expense and inconvenience which

stability and early warning. VIeW™

the information needed to direct the

false alarms can cause. the range

sensors learn the environment in which

public or employees away from danger

includes optical detectors, offering cost

they are installed and each individual

and out of the building in the most

savings for less challenging environments.

sensor self-optimizes alarm thresholds

efficient way possible. NotIFIer Voice

Detection may be enhanced in stages

to speed response times and minimize, if

Alarm systems deliver spoken messages

to provide earlier detection and better

not eliminate, nuisance false alarms.

appropriate to both the emergency event

rejection of nuisance alarms right up to

and the occupants of each location within

more advanced multi-criteria, SMArt™

Controlled evacuation

devices incorporating a combination of

the sheer scale of some sites present

means the system can also be used for

sensing technologies.

distinct challenges in ensuring both early

background music or site announcement.

a building. exceptional sound quality

warning of, and rapid, controlled response
to, a fire-related incident. through

each type of building development,

advanced cause and effect functionality

whether a new build or a refurbishment,

NotIFIer systems manage a site’s

brings with it a unique set of demands

evacuation process, minimising the

in the drive for effective fire safety

potential for congested evacuation routes

provision. NotIFIer fire detection and

and panic.

alarm systems offer a robust, future proof
solution for even the most extensive of
developments; protecting your customers,
your staff and your business.
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Safety, Integrity and Heritage.

Notifier by Honeywell is the world’s largest

These include everything from smoke

Notifier is a division of Honeywell

manufacturer and supplier of engineered fire

detection and notification, non-addressable

International, a diversified technology and

alarm systems. With over 400 Engineered

fire alarm panels, analogue addressable

manufacturing leader, serving customers

Systems Distributors worldwide, and

systems, to advanced network and integration

worldwide. By partnering with Notifier,

regional support on every continent, we

packages. As a leader in the fire safety

you have the reassurance of working with

have the flexibility to meet our customers’

market, Notifier is dedicated to the highest

a company of global standing that provides

requirements.

standards of service and product quality. Our

cutting edge fire detection systems.

With over 50 years of experience, we offer
unrivalled specialist knowledge and products
designed to meet all needs. NOTIFIER offers
a comprehensive line of quality fire detection
and alarm control solutions.

operations are accredited to ISO 9001 and
our products are designed and manufactured
to meet every major international approval,
including LPCB, VdS, UL, ULC and BOSEC/
ANPI.

Charles Avenue	T: +44 (0) 1444 230 300
Burgess Hill
F: +44 (0) 1273 376 894
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www.notifierfiresystems.co.uk

Local distributor

N032 (1010)

Visit www.notifierfiresystems.co.uk to find your local distributor.

